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Sites of Biological Importance - Update

Executive Summary

1.1

1.2

1.3

Sites of Biological Importance (SBIs) are local planning designations covering 
areas of nature conservation importance in Greater Manchester which contain 
locally valuable habitats, plants and animals. Whilst they are not statutory 
designations like Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) or Conservation 
Areas, and therefore do not provide legal protection, they should be taken into 
consideration when determining planning applications which may affect the 
areas and the nature conservation importance.

New SBIs and changes to existing SBIs are recommended on an annual basis 
by the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) and are reported to the 
relevant Township(s) in order that they may be adopted for planning purposes.

The latest review which GMEU have undertaken has recommended that the 
existing South Pennine Moors SBI is extended by 18 hectares to include new 
habitat that supports the plant ‘bog asphodel’. The extension is in the vicinity 
of Blackstone Edge Old Road and the A58: the existing SBI and the proposed 
extension are shown on a map at the end of this report.

Recommendation

2.1 It is recommended that Committee approve the extension to the SBI so that 
the nature conservation interest of the newly incorporated area can be taken 
into account when planning applications which may affect it are being 
considered.

Reason for Recommendation

3.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that planning 
decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment 
by, amongst other things, protecting and enhancing valued sites of biodiversity 



value. The area in question has been identified by experts at GMEU as being 
of local biodiversity value which should be taken into account and protected 
appropriately in planning decisions.

Key Points for Consideration

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

The planning system has a hierarchy of designations relating to areas of 
biodiversity importance. European level sites are those of the greatest 
international value and have high levels of protection, as do areas of national 
importance such as SSSIs. There are other areas which are considered to be 
more of local value, i.e. containing wildlife and habitats which are rare locally 
rather than nationally; in Greater Manchester these areas are designated as 
SBIs on the recommendation of the GMEU.

SBIs are not statutorily protected and landowners are not required to take any 
measures to protect them, but if an SBI could potentially be negatively 
affected by a planning proposal, its existence can justify refusal of the 
planning application or requirements for measures to be taken which 
compensate for the harm caused. 

The South Pennine Moors SBI is an extensive area of moorland which 
supports nationally important upland breeding bird populations. The main 
habitats are ericaceous heath, modified bog and acid grassland. The 
proposed extension is mostly of mire habitat that supports bog asphodel.

Alternatives Considered

The alternative would be to not support the proposed extension to the SBI. 
This would leave this important area of habitat more vulnerable to damage 
from development in the area or nearby. 

Costs and Budget Summary

5. There would be no costs to the Council or others from the adoption of the 
proposed SBI extension.

Risk and Policy Implications

There are no specific risk or policy issues for Members to consider arising 
from this report.

6.

Consultation

7. There is no specific consultation apart from this report to Committee.



Background Papers Place of Inspection

None

For Further Information Contact: Andrew Eadie, Tel: 01706 924371, 
andrew.eadie@rochdale.gov.uk

Map 1: Proposed extension to South Pennine Moors SBI


